AQUIDOC
Jeunes Chercheurs d’Aquitaine
Who are we?

- Non-profit organization (« law 1901 ») with a collegial board: Multidisciplinary association of young researchers from Nouvelle-Aquitaine

- AquiDoc team:
  
  2017-2018: 10 active members and 10 sympathizers, PhD students and PhDs from different research fields and different associations
Aquidoc goal:

Improvement of young researcher's pursuit of career, out of academia
Aquidoc missions:

- **To inform**
  - PhD promotion
  - Career opportunities beyond academic research
  - Shared articles about PhDs on social networks (LinkedIn, Facebook et Twitter)

- **To support**
  - Workshop trainings (CV / cover letters)
  - Sought-after skills promotion
  - Job interview preparation

- **To gather/to exchange**
  - Exchange with PhDs pursuing non-academic careers
  - Meeting with companies
  - Connections with national or local associations
• Feedback from PhDs, testimonies of non-academic career paths;
• Networking

Next AFTERLAB on NOVEMBER, 22nd!!
Forum AquiDoc

- **Information:**
  - Plenary conferences (PhD's sought-after skills, entrepreneurship, possibilities of careers...)  
  - Feedback from PhDs pursuing careers in companies  
  - Guidance (ABG, APEC, CED...)

- **Support:**
  - Training workshops (CV / cover letters)

- **Networking:**
  - Cluster of local and nationwide companies

- **Novelties:**
  - New partnerships (companies / associations)
Forum 2018, some numbers:

- **250 participants** from all fields: PhDs students and PhDs

- **40 contributors**: companies, recruitment consultants, associations and universities

- **11 stands et working groups** to inform and to prepare the pursuits of careers

- Budget about **10 000 €**

- Many partnerships (Talent Innovation, APEC...)
Our future projects

Aquidoc association is preparing many events, always with the aim of improving young researcher's pursuit of career!

**ABOUT THE ASSOCIATION**

- **October, 25th**: Afterlab: welcome event
- **December 13th**: General meeting

**AFTERLABS**

- **November, 22nd**: Start-up creation
- **January, 24th**: Soft-skills
- **March, 14th**: Afterlab for masters
- **April, 11th**: Careers in digital field

**FORUM AQUIDOC 2019**

- **May, 23rd**: don't miss our forum gathering many researchers and companies!

**OTHER SURPRISES COMING!**

For more information, please take a look to our website www.aquidoc.fr or our social networks!

Ideas? Do you want to join us? Let's meet at A10 building on Thursdays from 7 to 8 p.m. (Peixotto stop, Talence)
AquiDoc contribution

Why would you join AquiDoc?

• To develop a strong network based on interactions between PhD students, PhDs, companies and institutions
• To acquire or develop sought-after skills: project management, teamwork, meeting leadings, communication, logistics, scientific vulgarisation, etc.
• To participate to events with other associations
Meeting place:
CAMPUS BORDEAUX 1, Talence
Building A10, room 018

Gathering on Thursdays, from 7 to 8 p.m.
Thanks!

contact@aquidoc.fr
www.aquidoc.fr
Réseaux sociaux